RD Tax Solutions is the Research and Development Member Rewards Partner to the Institution of Engineering and Technology.

RD Tax Solutions is a nationwide Research & Development report specialist that excels in securing retrospective and current year Research & Development tax relief on behalf of owners of limited companies. Thus far, we have helped companies around the UK, and from all sectors, recover millions in unclaimed R&D tax credits and relief.

The IET is one of the world’s largest engineering institutions with nearly 160,000 members in 127 countries. It is also the most multidisciplinary – to reflect the increasingly diverse nature of engineering in the 21st century. Energy, transport, manufacturing, information and communications, and the built environment: the IET covers them all.

The IET is working to engineer a better world by inspiring, informing and influencing their members, engineers and technicians, and all those who are touched by, or touch, the work of engineers.

The aim of this relationship is to raise the awareness of this area of tax and to ensure that IET member companies undertaking R&D receive the appropriate level of tax relief.

As an IET member, RD Tax Solutions can offer you the following benefits:

- Access to free CPD sessions – the focus surrounding these sessions is enabling business owners to establish and identify the presence of R&D qualifying activities within their workplace.
- An assigned dedicated Business Development Manager who will be available to answer any queries you may have regarding qualifying to make a claim or the claim process.
- Access to an exclusive IET members’ portal, where users are able to downloaded relevant white papers, which provide essential information surrounding R&D legislation specifically applicable to the engineering sector. Users can also complete a ‘qualifying quiz’ to determine if their business would be eligible for a claim, view case studies specific to their industry and business size and gauge the tax benefit that they could be due.

"In a matter of weeks our R&D tax credit claim was submitted to HMRC and shortly thereafter we received a cash benefit. I would have no hesitation in using RD Tax Solutions again, and would definitely recommend their services. Their level of due diligence enabled me to concentrate on other important business matters whilst they handled the claim and all communication with the HMRC."

Lynda Allsopp
Director, Derek Anthony
Mark Tighe, Managing Director, RD Tax Solutions commented:

“We’re delighted to be in partnership with the institution – a testament to the expertise we offer in this niche sector. The complexity of R&D tax credits, coupled with constantly changing legislation, mean that most companies undertaking R&D work are not making claims.

“IET member companies take risks to innovate new products and processes and deserve full financial support in order to do so. We’re proud to be able to assist them in those endeavours.”

Michelle Richmond, Director of Membership and Professional Development, IET commented:

“The IET is looking forward to partnering with RD Tax and the opportunity this will bring our members to be able to receive specialist tax advice on their research and development activities. IET members are at the forefront of technical innovation and this partnership will enable their companies to make the most of the tax benefits available for R&D in the UK.”

A simple guide to the stages within our process

Step 1. Sign up
Step 2. Financial Risk Analysis
Step 3. Technical Project Analysis
Step 4. Report Build & Review
Step 5. Engage HMRC
Step 6. HMRC Acceptance

Register on the RD Tax Solutions dedicated portal for IET Members, for access to exclusive information surrounding Research and Development tax relief, via the IET page

http://rdtaxsolutions.com/clients/iet-members
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